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| I MINISTRY OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
f 1 RESOLUTION

New Delhi, the 30th March 1961
24(29)Tex(D)/60.—The National Industrial Development Cornoration set

Working Group in January, 1960 for the Art Silk Industry. The Working, 
&M£gjp comprised of the following members:— /

Chairman. /
* 1. Shri N. Majumdar. /

Members. /
2. Shri D. N. Shroff. /

kA 3. Shri I. B. Dutt. /
4. Shri K. N. Modi. Y /
5. Shri G. R. Podar. \^/
6. Shri J. G. Vakharia.

' 7. Shri Surinder M. Mehta.
. Secretary.

4
8. Shri Dharam Dev.
The task assigned to the Working Group was to review the present posi- 

of the Art Silk Industry and in particular, the condition of its plant and 
inery and to make recommendations for the rehabilitation and modernisa- 
thereof, in as short a time as was feasible and to assess the extent of 

ces required for modernisation, the sources from which the same could be 
\^4>ped and also to study other allied problems of the Industry.

4
!

During the course of its inquiry, the Working Group held discussions with 
Industry’s representatives and its Associations and labour Unions. The 

^zTbers of the Working Group visited the important Art Silk manufacturing 
res in the country for an on the spot study of the conditions prevailing in 

th® Industry and also collected factual data relating to the same from the In- 
djB”y.

Tlle Working Group, has submitted a unanimous report in which it has 
vr^hasi^ed the urgency of tackling the problem of rehabilitation and modernisa- 

^e Industry in view of the fact that a substantial part of the machinery 
, iw^alled is obsolete. The Working Group has emphasised that the set-up and 
» 'Organisation of the Industry has developed in an uncoordinated and haphazard 

way resulting in a lot of wastage of productive forces. Several other factors 
«uch as fluctuating demand of the products, lack of technical know-how etc., 

t have also contributed to the present unsatisfactory condition. The recommenda- 
£ tiohs of the Working Group are embodied in the Annexure (I) to this Resolu- 
I tiou.
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872 THE GAZETTE OF INDIA EXTRAORDINARY [Part I—Sfc. 1]5. Government are generally in agreement with the recommendations of the Working Group. The Working Gioup has recommended that the indigenous manufacturer of art silk yarn should improve the quality of the yarn produced by them and for this purpose the Indian Standards Institution should lay down suitable standards. It has also been recommended that Government should fix appropriate p.ice differentials for different qualities of yarn. Government have decided to take up the question of laying down standards for the different qualities of yarn with the Indian Standards Institution. Government have already set up a Committee to go into the question of fixing suitable price differentials for the different qualities of yarn.6. The Working Group has recommended that to meet the demand for varied types of fabrics in the overseas markets, replacement of ordinary powerlooms bv automatic powerlooms should be freely permitted in the case of units having 25 or more pow'erlooms. Government ag ee that the exports of Art Silk fabrics can be stepped up if the industry has at its disposal the latest specialised*equipment. However, in view of the present foreign exchange difficulties it is proposed that permission for import of maehinery may be gsanted only against specific exports and a certain percentage of export earnings made available for replacement of machinery, by imported machinery of a type not readily available in the country. Government do not consider that any limit on the number of powerlooms in a unit need be imposed for effecting replacement by modertj machinery as recommended by the Working Group.7. The total expenditure on the rehabilitation and modernisation of ’*1- dustry has been e timated by the Working Group at Rs. 15 crores, i.e.^^ut Rs. 12-50 crores for machinery and equipment, and Rs. 2'50 crores towards buildings, installation charges of equipment etc. The Working G.oup has further assessed that out of the expenditure of Rs. 15 crores, Rs. 9 crores of foreign exchange would be required for the import of machinery and ~ ment. It has also been estimated that out of the anticipated expenditur^of Rs. 15 cro es on modernisation, the industry will be able to find about Rs. 10 crores from its own resources and Rs. 5 crores may be required from Government lending institutions like the I.F.C. and N.I.D.C. The Working Group has recommended that the N.I.D.C. and I.F.C. should extend assistance to this Indu try by relaxation of their standa d terms and conditions for grant of financial assistance to enable (1) non-joint stock concerns i.e., partnership and proprietory concerns also to avail themselves of the loan assistance (ii) units in the Industry to mortgage only machinery and plant which a e normally owned by them and not the land and buildings. Looking to the general economic Sin*- dition of this industry, Government do not consider necessary to include it in the rehabilitation and modernisation loan assistance programme of the NJ.D.C. The industry can finance modernisation from its own resources or from I.F.C.. and other credit institutions.8. The Working Group has recommended that the industry could step up exports substantially provided it is rehabilitated and modernised. This necessarily involves considerable outlay of foreign exchange. The Working Group has, however, stated that in view of the present foreign exchange difficulties and in view of the importance of modernisation, the industry should be pe milted to import machinery and spare parts against exports under a suitable export- incentive Scheme which should be unrelated to the existing scheme for imneut of yarn against export of cloth. This recommendation, is under the active Tf* sideration of Gove nment as Government consider the early modernisation of t industry as necessary. ' f9. Government have accepted the recommendation of the Working Groat)-- that those units which are able to export their old machinery may be permi^^ed, to utilise the export earnings thereof, for import of machinery and equipment' for replacement purposes. *I®- Workin8 Group has r’ecommended that exemption from the levs* of excise duty should be confined to a unit, having one powerloom only whicdffij run by the weaver himself. The exemption limit has been reduced to ufuLs with two powerlooms in this yea ’s budget. / r* **■ recommendation of the Working Group to remove the restrictions'onimer-state transfer of powerlooms which have been lying unused for a long tune inspite of the best efforts of the State Government, has been accepted.• Tke Working Group has recommended that the Government should take 1 igid steps with regard to the continued running of unauthorised looms and the if Physical scrapping^ of old looms which are replaced by new ones. Government have already decided to take action on these lines. «
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13. It has been recommended that applications for imports of machinery etc.,, 
by individual units should be routed through the Silk and Art Silk Mills Asso
ciation, who may also appoint a Technical Advisory Committee for the purposes. 
This recommendation has been accepted by the Government in principle and. 
details are being worked out in consultation with the Textile Commissioner.

14. The Working Group has further recommended that th© Organisations. of 
the Industry in each region should appoint a panel of technicians for making 
available the services of experts to the smaller units. It has been decided by 
Government to commend this proposal to the Industry.

Order

Ordered that the Resolution be published in the Gazette of India,

Ordered also that a copy of the Resolution be communicated to all concerned.

Annexure I

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS . MADE IN THE 
REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUPS FOR THE REHABILITATION AND 

MODERNISATION OF THE ART SILK INDUSTRWT960

1. The set up and organisation of the Rayon Industry has developed in such 
way that there are lot of wastage of productive forces due to un-coordinated. un- 
lanned and haphazard growth of the Industry and several other factors such as 
fluctuating demand of the products, several controls exercised on the Industry, 
lack of technical know-how and non-availability of suitable engineers and techni
cians from time to time.

2. The industry in India would be required to pay higher prices for raw 
materials for long time to come as compared to the manufacturers in other coun
tries like Japan. Italy and U S.A. These countries have considerable advantage 
over India and have also firm hold in the export market. They are themselves the 
manufacturers of the latest types of machinery, dyes and chemicals which India 
has to import. They have adequate technical back-ground and knowledge and are 
fully equipped with latest type of nowerlooms. preparatory machinery, dyeing and 
finishing machinery and have the benefit of various design centres and research 
organisations, laboratories, export organisations, etc.

3 With a few exception, almost in every unit in Japan arid U.S.A., there are 
fully automatic looms where a girl operative can run anywhere around 64 power
looms and such establishments have latest High Sneed Preparatory and Processing 
machinery. The condition of the machinery in India as it exists today in majority 
of concerns is such that it is not possible to deploy more than’"?' ordinary power
looms.

< The replacement of tfle'existing old machinery in the Industry is essential as 
majority of plain Calico looms fall short of the requirement of weaving man-made 
fibres and filament yarn and have different characteristic to natural fibres as such 
present special Weaving, Dyeing and Finishing problems. In view of the above, all 
cotton weaving and processing machines are not necessarily the best machines for 
use in the industry although some can be used without difficulty in both the 
Industrie';

5. The Industry has no doubt acquired considerable experience in designing, 
finishing and dyeing of man-mad° fibres and hgs started several new types of 
fabrics but there still is considerable un-covered fields which need to be developed.

6. The study of comparative data from two mills both possessing 40 looms, one 
with automatic nowerlooms and preparatory machinery and another with plain 
type of powerlooms as are generally in existence in the country, has shov/n that 
the former could make a net saving of approximately Rs. 30 000 per annum after 
making allowances for high interest on the cost of looms and higher premium for 
depreciation for automatic looms.

7. The requirement of Art silk Yarn is being met now to a fairly large extent 
'rom indigenous sources and there is every hone that with the progress in the next 
Five-Year Plan, the quantum of production will steadily rise. Tt is. however, 
necessary to improve the quality of yarn. The indigenous manufacturers, there
fore. should make every effort to improve the quality of yarn and?’for'that purpose 
approach the I.S.I. to lay down standards. To some extent, the reluctance on the 
part of yarn manufacturers to make serious attempts towards improvement of



874 THE GAZETTE OF INDIA EXTRAORDINARY [Part I—Sec. J]qualities is attributed to in-adequate differences between the prices of the first duality, second, third and fourth qualities yarn fixed by the Textile Commissioner. The Government should review this position and reflx the prices so as to discourage this tendency. ’8. The full development, rehabilitation and modernisation of Art Silk Weaving Industry cannot be ensured unless‘there is a speedy development in the production of raw materials, etc. necessary not only for the weaving industry, but also for the yarn manufacturing industry.9. A large part of the machinery installed in the weaving units would inevitably go out of commission sooner or later. As such sooner this process of rehabilitation is taken in hand, the better it would be for the industry to play an increasing role in the economy of the nation. (Paragraph 22.)10. There should be no restrictions on the replacement of the ordinary powerlooms by specialised powerlooms as the industry is required to produce varied types of fabrics for overseas markets. The replacement of the ordinary powerlooms by automatic powerlooms, however, can only be considered when the original units consist of 25 powerlooms or more so as to reap full benefits of mass production techniques as even the smallest size of high speed preparatory machinery can be operated economically for larger units only.11. The majority of the concerns in the country have not been maintaining the machinery properly. There should b^ increased awareness in this regard in future as the present economic conditions in this country cannot permit such wastage. It is of paramount importance that the machinery is properly maintained to render maximum service, utility and efficiency.12. The total estimate of the requirement for rehabilitation would be Rs. 15 crores, i.e. about Rs. 12-50 crores for machinery and the remaining Rs. 2‘50 crores for installation buildings, etc. Out of which about Rs. 9 crores would be in the form of imported machinery13. It will be possible for the industry to invest out of their own resources approximately Rs. 10 crores for rehabilitation and modernisation and the balance, of about Rs. 5 crores to come from the Government Lending Institutions like the National Industrial Development Corporation, Industrial Finance Corporation, etc.14. The profit earning capacity of the industry would be affected to some extent on account of the Interest on loans, higher depreciation allowance to be made for the machinery to be installed."etc. There would however, be no appreciable diffi- qplty for the industry to meet such additional charges as the increased^ productivity from machines and the consequent reduction in labour costs and improvement in quality of fabrics will enable the Industry to recover such increased expenditure The Development Rebate which allows 25 per cent, of the fresh investment being admitted as a revenue expenditure will' also to a considerable extent off-set the burden.15. It would be necessary to relax some of the existing conditions for grant of loans from Government Lending Institutes as under:—(a) Partnership and private ownership firms should be eligible for loans;(b) In the Rayon Weaving Industry, land and building do not belong to the unite or the owner of the units. It will thus be necessary to delete such provision requiring the borrower to mortgage the property.16. It is desirable to introduce a scheme for grant of short term loan for the Rayon Industry on the line of the scheme introduced for Cotton Textile Industry which provides grant of loans for replacement of the existing plant and equipment by new indigenous machines on hire purchase  ̂basis, the new machinery remaining the property of the NIDC until the entire loan is paid back with interest. The scheme to be introduced for Rayon Industry^iwould need slight modifications to cover imported machinery. It will also be aesirable to constitute an Advisory Committee under the* N.I.D.C. similar to the one for Cotton Textile Industry to scrutinise applications for loan of this industry.17. It would be possible for the Industry to step up exports up to Rs. 8 to 9 crores per annum from the present level of Rs. 5 crores per annum. • This can be done if the industry is rehabilitated and equipped with th? latest labour saving equipment thereby effecting increase in productivity and simultaneous decrease in the cost of manufacture better quality production lines, etc.



[Pari 1-Sec. ij THE ‘GAZETTE OF INDIA EXTRAORDINARY18. Haying regard to the present foreign exchange position, the only alternative whereby reasonable modernisation can be expected in the course of next Five Year Plan would be to frame an Export Incentive Scheme linking the import of machinery with the export of cloth. The percentage of entitlement under the scheme to be so propounded will, vary continuously which would be higher in the first year and gradually going down as the export increases. The Government may consider the feasibility of introduction of such a scheme which could be reviewed at least once every year. The linking of machinery with the exports of fabrics should however be unrelated to the import of yarn against export of cloth.19. The other exporting countries are very actively engaged towards popularising their products through various channels, both by publicity and propaganda and by personal contacts with the overseas buyers. Quite apart from the grant of incentives on lines on which raw material is being granted to the indigenous industry, the other competing countries especially Japan has made several other provisions such as grant of tax exemption on the products exported and certain omer countries are granting preferential exchange rates against exports of their finished products. It is not possible for the Government to consider similar facilities for exports of Artsilk clotft from this country, out as the Indian industry nas to complete against such odds, it is all the more necessary that the Export incentive Scheme snould have provision for a more liberal import of machinery.20. It is considered that essential expenditure on spare parts should be the first charge on foreign exchange resources and the Government should consider the feasibility of making adequate provision for the same as any negligence in this regard will eventually result in greater expenditure of foreign exchange.21. It is recommended that if any firm succeeds in exporting its old machinery, the benefit of foreign exchange thus earned be made available to such units for replacement of their old machinery.22. It is not, apprehended that there would be any retrenchment of the workers due to modernisation and rehabilitation of the Industry as target of production of Rayon Cloth have been substantively enhanced for the Third Five-Year Plan period. Apart from the increase in production, it is expected that there would be considerable increase in the processing capacity in the course of next Five-Year Plan which is likely to result in additional employment rather than any displacement of labour.S3. The labour representative at Amritsar agreed to the programme of rehabilitation by the industry as long as this was done as per the decision made in the Fifteenth Session of the Indian Labour Conference held in June 1957, The industry did not express any difficulty in the implementation of such decisions.24. There has been considerable fragmentation of the Industry due to present structure of Excise duty particularly exemption granted 'to first four powerlooms. This problem is connected with modernisation, as smaller units cannot be expected to run economically and reap full advantage of Rehabilitations. Quite apart from above fragmentation has serious repurcussions on the quality of products, control and distribution of raw materials, enforcement of legal obligations such as payment of fair wages and other amenities to labour and considerable loss of Revenue to Government. Having regard to all the above factors .there is justifiable case for revision of the Excise duty in a manner so that only such units get Exemption which consist of one powerloom and is run by weavers himself.26. There are number of units which are lying closed from time to time. The owners of such powerlooms are willing to transfer the ownership to other parties who have necessary financial resources for undertaking a thorough renovation of the machinery and restarting the units provided they were permitted to shift the location to places of their choice, may be in a different State, but because of the reluctance on the part of the State Government concerned, this was not possible. While Government’s policy restricting inter-State transfer of units without the approval of the State Government concerned is agreeable, it is however considered that if after a reasonable lapse of time and despite the best efforts of the State Government closed upit could not be restarted in the same State, restriction on inter-State transfer should be lifted. If this is not done, no rehabilitation of the closed units is possible.26. The Government of India should adopt a rigid policy with regard to continuation of running of unregistered powerlooms in the cpuntry as these powerlooms owing to their age and condition not only produce sub-standard qualities but the units having them also have to pay higher prices for raw materials which can only be compensated by further deteriorating the qualities. The
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existence of such large number of unauthorised units tends to have a very bad 
effect on the industry as a whole, its productive capacity, employment position, 
quality of goods produced, etc. As one of the most common way in which un
authorised sector grows is by acquisition pre-requisite for allowing replacement 
of the existing machinery should be that the undertaking who want to do so 
.should agree to physically scrap the existing powerlooms. It is also considered 
that there should be an Inspectorate appointed by the Textile Commissioner 
entrusted with this task, otherwise there is likely to be expansion in the industry 
which is not at all desirable and defeats the entire purpose of rehabilitation and 
modernisation of the industry.

27. H^will greatly facilitate examination of the applications for either import 
of machinery, etc., or technical assistance for rehabilitation and modernisation 
of individual units if such applications are routed through Silk and Art Silk 
Mills’ Research Association, Bombay. It would be desirable if the Research 
Association appoints a Technical Advisory Committee for this purpose and at 
least application of those units who have 100 or fewer powerlooms are Channelled 
through this Advisory Committee.

28. There is considerable shortage of properly trained technicians in this Indus
try. The need for the same will grow with the increase in the productive capa
city and enlargement of the specialised export demand. It is, however, not 
possible for a good number of relatively smaller units to engage experienced 
.technicians. In order that such units are not completely denied the services of 
experts, there should be a panel of technicians for each important region in the 
.country which can be appointed by the Associations concerned who should be 
entrusted with the charge of giving technical advice to smaller sector of the 
Industry.

29. The Industry can play a vital role in the economy of the nation, by giving 
large-scale employment to workers, meeting the internal demand for cloth and 
also substantively increasing exports. There has been phenominal increase of 
production throughout the world for the FABRICS produced from Man-made 
Fibres. The industry in India can also develop on modern lines if Rehabilitation 
is effected.

/ C. S. RAMACHANDRAN, Joint Secy.

PRINTED IN INDIA BY THE GENERAL MANAGER, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA PRESS, 
NEW DELHI AND PUBLISHED BY THE MANAGER OF PUBLICATIONS, DELHI, 1961



Secretary,
Woollen Mazdoor Sabha, 
Gur Mandi,
PANIPAT, Punjab

Marell 21, 1961

Bear Comrade,

Thank you for your letter of 18th 
March. Ue are glad to know about the reinstate
ment of the workers and would like to convey 
to your Union and its members our warm 
greetings and congratulations on thus 
victory.

As for fixing up programme of 
labour IPs, we are sorry that we are unable 
to help you since the programmes of these 
comrades are fixed up on their own. We 
would therefore suggest you to contact 
the comrade concerned, directly • It is rather 
doubtful if anyone will be free since most 
of them will be away at Vijayawada on chose 
dates.

With greetings,

Your s fraternally,

(K • G. Sriwastava)
Secretary
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Woollen Mazdoor Sab ha (Regd.)
,hk HeadOffice. /

’I * Gur Mandi, PANIPAT.

No___ _______ Dated
Foi Favour of Publication. ...................... ....-

Woollen Mazdoor P^^pat hng issued the following Press Not* 
for pu pil crtlcr;.

Th* ^jorkers of Fsnxpst felt greet resentment on hearing that the 
iud^fir^l file of ths Arbitration ca3s -V’Sb-en stolen by the Btaploypr 
of 11/° Woolleu Industries fre*D t 'e of fl ce of Sb, J* -I Nerain Goel, 
Managing TMrootor of Hpryen* Tonllen & General Mills, on** of the A^ti- 

. "^ptor appointed wy tin Fy, Court in Sent., 1Q59
St. R^^blr Singh Secretory Gommuni st P a>*. Bahadur Gland 

¥tiMc<nni Canr.ts signer *nd Sh» Jal N-^aln Goel wpa- appointed Arbitrators 
<n r> Industrial Qlsnute between 12 workers & FrorrM^rs of Rrj Woollen 
Industries. ■

The Dispute arose WQeg.9 woemn workers were dismissed from the B**j 
WdoU nn ~ • afte^fxully taking *’ ttumb ions on a blank
nnT ^r 19,9.59. Th* wren workers we^e siting on Dhrme before the 
MUI Get® 23.9.59, w-«en th^ Propel "tors assaulted SWtortraw on
Sh. fob®n nph p*ns Labour I.r^d^r of Pan rat. The workers went on 

p*rotegt strike r <L1 the Woollen Mills* w* ch continued for A- ckys.

The pmp-detrrs of Raj en Industries suspended 12 workers with* 
en hligattnn gefe-a ss suiting the Proprl ntors•

T e c«se 1-sted tbr one year on 9.9.60. Tee Arbitrators $h.Raghbir - 
($tngh Dr. B^h^dar Ch<w rent t^eir awrrd to the Ph., Gourt, while 
the t’ird 3i-<. Jai Narain fan writing tx Ma nw^rd.

As It 1? rovfnlit^ now. Sr. Rajnsbwry Nath Proprietor Rej Woollen 
I^ndustrl wnftt to Sb. Tri Nnnd got the ^udiclel file for inspeo- 
ilon ^nd slipped vn th the file.

Cb 13.1.60 S .J^i Narain lodge® the *nport the Q'ty Police^! 
?g^inst ? .9*3 ^sK” r Nnth. Next dqy »u 14.1,60. Cn ccxnih to know this 
mallei us aci, t ousands w rkers gatoered before "hn Ba3 Woollen Indus
tries Prnipr,t spe^k^ng In r public meeting. Sb. £nn*n S’tigh Pans

t ?ctl n of S' . Bajeshwar Nath and deci red tn©t any such 
petite will not bo t^ler^ted. Ba *lso condemned tbo LocaI Foilcfe 
authority coni & up stronaly against the gu-ity employer end

tb^t if t1*^ Judicial fil* net recovered within 24 hours md strong 
Acttnn Wrs not t^kcr., th^n the workers will take e strong agitation 
pp^inqt t^n Pnit CO,

dLz^C-

(Deen Ch«nd Bhatjt
Genet al Secretary.

VMojict* tAZUubF Sabh*,
NIPAT
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